CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSION

This chapter will draw a conclusion based on the discussion in the previous chapters. First, Amanda is a major character and her characterization: beautiful, brave, stubborn, honest, and kind woman. Amanda is a beautiful person because as a teenager Amanda has a charming. In fact, when she was 42 years old she still looks beauty also and this statement is support by other opinion also. She is a brave and stubborn person because she does not care about other people's opinions about her relationship with Dawson Cole. In fact, she toward her parents opinions about that. She is a honest person because, she said honestly that at that moment she has already married and has many children. She is a kind person because she becomes a volunteer in a certain hospital. Volunteer activity representing that Amanda has a good personality where she dedicates herself to help other people. Good personality in Amanda also mentioned by other characters.

Second, the factor influence Amanda Collier’s love affair with Dawson Cole, those are: Marriage’s Problem, Loneliness, and Faithful Ex-Boyfriend. She feel marriage’s problem with her husband. Sometimes, a normal living in a marriage does not guarantee that this marriage is ‘healthy’. In fact, Amanda sometimes thinks that she loves her husband and do love her children but she still unhappy. Here Amanda was unhappy in her marriage because life is monotonous, where she was confused with her marriage. Furthermore, Amanda felt lonely, because Amanda lost one daughter. However losing a child is a bad thing for
parents and sometimes Amanda felt neglected by her husband. The last, Amanda has a loyal ex-boyfriend. It was also supported because Amanda is also still in love with Dawson, because Amanda feel comfortable when she stay with Dawson.

Through Sigmund Freud's id, ego, and superego, it found that the causes Amanda’s love affair. First; his id-marked when Amanda is controlled by desires and his improper behavior are just looking for fun. Ego, on the other hand, arises when Amanda started to lie to the mother and her husband on the relationship romance with Dawson Cole. Furthermore, Amanda knows that the relationship with Dawson is wrong and it shows superego.